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LOW AND SLOW 
 
Marx Arriaga, Department of Art & Design, Northeastern Illinois University, Chicago, IL 60625 
 
“Low and Slow” is a printmaking and ceramics exhibition that is focused on researching the 
connections and roots of Chicanx culture through prints, decorated ceramic vessels and found 
objects. Through this exhibition I will use the Lowrider mindset to slowly navigate through 
Chicanx culture to find connections to our past. I use imagery of ancient Mesoamerican lore and 
creation stories in my works in an effort to explore how Chicanx beliefs and language are rooted 
in ancient culture going as far back as the Olmec culture. This exhibition is an attempt to make 
sense of the connections between language, food, land, and spirit in the Chicanx community to 
the Mesoamerican roots we hold. Through my Queer Chicanx lens, I am beginning the research 
of using ceramics to make sacred objects like copaleros, jars, dishware and implementing 
printmaking to place visual imagery on vessels that are physical and hold stories of our 
community. Similar to Teotihuacano murals, the serigraphs that I created for this exhibition use 
images of Coatlicue, La Virgen de Guadalupe, lowriders, Chicanx icons, portraits of queer 
people in my community, and landscape elements. This exhibition is an effort to make sense of 
my culture and take space for queer people in the community that exists in a homophobic and 
hypermasculine culture. The purpose for this body of work is to record in paper format and 
sculpturally, stories of our present for the future generations to find and decode. “Low and Slow” 
will be presented in a recorded presentation format, displaying images of the artworks on their 
own, and images of the entire exhibition. This presentation will be 12 minutes in length with 3 
minutes for questions. 
 
 
 
